
Arima Race Club 
NOTES FROM THE STEWARDS 

RACEDAY 38 
SATURDAY 1ST DECEMBER, 2018. 

 
 

STIPENDARY STEWARDS:  DAVID LOREGNARD  RICHARD HALFHIDE  RICHARD FREEMAN 
 

RACE 1  

The Stewards noted that #6 REXIE ZEU was slowly into stride. 
 
Jockey H. Emamalie rider of #7 MORNING BREEZE, unplaced, objected against apprentice J. Boodramsingh, rider of 
second place finisher #1 PEACE ON EARTH for crossing in the final 100 metres.  After viewing the video replay in their 
presence and hearing the evidence of the riders the Stewards found apprentice Boodramsingh guilty of careless riding 
and imposed a fine of $200.00 on him for the offence. 
They considered that the eventual outcome was not affected and allowed the result to stand.  The objection was 
overruled. 
 
The Stewards were without the use of the back straight head-on camera for this race. 
 
RACE 2 
The Stewards interviewed apprentice L.C.  Seecharan rider of #4 THE KING’S GIFT regarding the riding and running of 
his mount.  He stated that his instructions were to get on the pace and ride from there.  He added that the horse did not 
feel comfortable after the off, the horse hung to the inside and he thought it best to hold him together.  He was also asked 
whether he related this to the trainer and  he said no. 
The Trainer Moses Boxie was interviewed and confirmed the instructions issued but stated that the apprentice indicated 
that the horse hung continually and did not stride out well. 
The explanations were noted. 
 
The Stewards were without the use of the back straight head-on camera for this race. 
 
RACE 3 
Apprentice Romario Hernandez, rider of #4 PAINTED BUDDHA, unplaced, objected against jockey D. Khelawan, rider 
of #3 LOMBARD STREET, placed third for crossing out the gates.  After hearing the evidence of the riders and viewing 
the replay in their presence the Stewards found that the incident was partly due to apprentice Hernandez breaking 
awkwardly.  No action was considered necessary 
 
The Stewards were without the use of the bend camera for this race. 
 
RACE 4 
The Stewards noted that #2 DAKOTA stumbled on leaving the gates and #6 SHOWING IN VEGAS walked out the 
gates. 
 
RACE 5 

The Stewards noted that #9 VERSES was slowly away. 
 
It was also noted that #11 PURE INNOCENCE stumbled just after the off. 
 
RACE 6 
The Stewards interviewed apprentice A. Poon rider of #6 MAGICAL VICTORY regarding his riding in the last 200 

metres where it was observed be stood up high in the saddle inside the final 100 metres.  He stated that his horse was 
hanging badly and having observed the winner drifting sharply to the rail he stopped riding his mount out of concern for 
his safety. 
After viewing the video replay in his presence the Stewards found apprentice Poon guilty of failing to ride out his mount 
to the finish in breach of Rule 51 (2) and he was suspended for the next day of racing. 
 
RACE 7 
The Official Veterinarian reported that #8 GEAR SHIFT was lame on the forelimb (Grade 2). 
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RACE 8 
The Stewards called an enquiry having noticed interference at the top of the home-stretch between #3 LANCELOT and 
#8 PURE PLEASURE and subsequently received an objection by apprentice O. Mohammed rider of PURE PLEASURE, 
unplaced, to apprentice Rico Hernandez rider of LANCELOT, the winner, for foul riding in the straight. 
 
After hearing the evidence of the riders and viewing the video replay in their presence the Stewards found apprentice 
Hernandez guilty of irresponsible riding.  However they were of the opinion that the eventual outcome was not affected 
as the impeded horse PURE PLEASURE was tiring.  The objection was overruled. 
Apprentice Rico Hernandez was found guilty of irresponsible riding and suspended for the next three (3) days of racing. 
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